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Ince keeps United on course for championship 
Manchester United 1 Liverpool 0  
THE treble may have been beyond them, but the Premiership and FA Cup double 
remains very much within Manchester United's grasp after victory over Liverpool, 
the last team to achieve the feat, at Old Trafford last night.  
Vintage United it was not, but after the traumas of recent weeks they will content 
themselves with the narrowest of wins, no red cards and a six-point lead to take 
to Ewood Park on Saturday. Victory there over Blackburn Rovers, their only rivals, 
will leave them needing 13 points from seven games to retain the championship.  
The vast majority of the largest Premiership crowd of the season by one left a wet 
and windswept stadium happy enough. The match programme had expounded on 
the difference between great teams and merely good ones, judging it the ability 
to ``bounce back after immense disappointment'', and they do not come much 
bigger than losing a cup final at Wembley, as United had to Aston Villa four days 
earlier.  
In that respect, United could not be faulted but this was, nevertheless, a hugely 
disappointing encounter. A repeat of the memorable 3-3 draw at Anfield in 
January was asking too much, but the match last night hinged on the one genuine 
scoring chance created by either side and a late penalty controversy. So much 
more had been expected.  
Liverpool must shoulder much of the blame. By omitting Fowler, giving Thomas 
his first start for 15 months after a serious ankle injury and flooding midfield, they 
made their intentions plain. What had worked for Villa could be good enough for 
them. But where Villa had poured forward in support of a lone striker, Rush was 
often left isolated for long periods, well as Redknapp and McManaman combined 
on the right in the first half, and surprisingly sharp as Thomas himself looked.  
Having left out Giggs, what United needed and what their supporters were 
desperate for was a parting gift from Cantona, who now begins a five-match 
suspension. But it was not to be and, 16 minutes from time, he made another 
early departure, this time to make way for Robson.  
Liverpool had the better of the few half-chances before United struck the crucial 
blow eight minutes before half-time. Sharpe's inswinging corner from the right 
found Ince unmarked eight yards out and his firm glancing header earned him his 
third goal in five games.  
Liverpool's chance of their first win in six away games under Roy Evans came and 
went in the 69th minute. Thomas tumbled under Kanchelskis's challenge and 
Keith Hackett awarded a penalty but, having had his attention drawn to a 
linesman's flag, reversed the decision and gave United a free kick instead. 
Liverpool were furious. Fortune, too, may be swinging back in United's favour.  
MANCHESTER UNITED (4-4-2): P Schmeichel P Parker, S Bruce, G Pallister, D Irwin 
A Kanchelskis, P Ince, R Keane, L Sharpe (sub: R Giggs, 67min) E Cantona (sub: B 
Robson, 74), M Hughes.  
LIVERPOOL (4-5-1): D James R Jones, S Nicol, N Ruddock, J Dicks S McManaman, J 
Redknapp, R Whelan, M Thomas (sub: R Fowler, 81), J Barnes I Rush.  
Referee: K Hackett.  

 

 
Ince strike lets United breathe easier 
A HEADER from Paul Ince, after Liverpool's superior passing had dominated the 
early part of last night's match at Old Trafford, took Manchester United to 
Blackburn on Saturday holding a six-point advantage over the only Premiership 
team capable of denying them their second successive championship.  
Manchester United needed no reminding that in football, and especially at this 
stage of the season, nine days can be a lifetime. Two years ago their title 
aspirations had evaporated in a rush of games around Easter. Now United had an 
opportunity to see if their present situation could be improved in a similarly 
dramatic way.  
Eight days earlier a creditable 2 2 draw at Arsenal had been overshadowed by 
Cantona's second dismissal in successive games, and on Sunday any dreams of the 
Treble that Old Trafford might have cherished had been nipped in the bud by 
Aston Villa in the Coca-Cola Cup final.  
In the meantime Blackburn's tread behind United in the Premiership had been 
growing ever louder. By last night the 16-point lead United had held in January 
could have vanished, leaving them top merely on goal difference.  
Seldom can the name of Wimbledon have aroused such warmth in Old Trafford 
hearts. Blackburn's 4 1 defeat at Selhurst Park the previous night had given the 
champions a breathing space.  
Giggs, who at Wembley had seemed in need of a breather, stayed on the bench 
last night, Sharpe taking his place on the left. Liverpool fielded the team which 
finished the game at Highbury, with Thomas and Nicol staying in for Fowler and 
the injured Wright.  
With McManaman and Barnes tucking in to deny United their favoured corridors, 
Rush found himself alone upfield when Liverpool lost possession.  
But it was United who surrendered territory early on as McManaman, Barnes and 
Rush came at them in a series of neat, instinctive passing movements.  
Of course Liverpool had come from 3 0 down on their own ground to hold the 
champions to 3 3 in a memorable encounter at the start of the year. Clearly fond 
memories of that night lingered in Liverpool's thoughts. They might have gone 
ahead shortly before the quarter-hour when Schmeichel completely missed 
McManaman's corner, Thomas had a shot blocked and Ruddock saw another 
deflected wide. The subsequent corner found Redknapp hooking the ball into 
United's side netting.  
Old Trafford had to wait a while to witness similar dramas at the other end. 
Ruddock had to move quickly to cut out an awkward centre from Cantona but 
when Nicol's slip midway through the first half allowed the Frenchman a free run 
at goal he wasted the chance with a weak shot at James. The ferocity of the shot 
with which Hughes skimmed the bar a minute later was more to United's liking.  
So was the goal, slightly against the run of play, that sent them in at half-time 
holding the lead. Manchester United forced two quick corners in the 37th minute 
and the second, swung in by Sharpe from the right, exposed Liverpool's now-
familiar weakness at set-pieces. Ince was unmarked as he rose high above Barnes 
and Whelan to nod the ball into the net.  
A quick exchange of passes by Rush and Barnes through the middle at the start of 
the second half saw the latter's shot take a deflection off Pallister but without 
fooling Schmeichel. Liverpool were still full of attacking intent but Manchester 
United's football had lost much of its earlier tension even if Cantona, playing his 
last game before starting a five-match ban, continued to lie too deep to be 
effective.  
Manchester United: Schmeichel; Parker, Bruce, Pallister, Irwin, Kanchelskis, 
Keane, Ince, Sharpe, Cantona, Hughes.  
Liverpool: James; Jones, Nicol, Ruddock, Dicks, Thomas, Redknapp, Whelan, 
McManaman, Rush, Barnes.  
Referee: K Hackett (Sheffield). 
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BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Sixth defeat in a row 
Sixth defeat in a row. There were recurring signs during the match – that better 
was expected from Liverpool this time around but Man Utd survived a lucky escap 
and moved six points clear at the top of the Premiership.  
 
Roy Evans’ post match reaction: "I thought we deserved something out of this 
game. I thought we deserved to win it. We had more of the ball and the better 
chances. Only at the death when we were chasing it did they make chances."  
 
The champions also had an amazing escape in the 69th minute. Andrei 
Kanchelskis pulled down Michael Thomas in the box and referee Keith Hackett 
gave the penalty to United's horror - only to see a linesman flagging. The two 
officials consulted and a free-kick was awarded to United with Thomas having 
been ruled as the initial culprit.  
 
United travelled to close rivals Blackburn with their confidence temporarily 
shored up - but it was Liverpool who were the better side for long stretches in 
front of United's best crowd of the season.  
 
After a miserable ten days, with three players sent off in three games and defeat 
in the Coca-Cola Cup final, United had a great pre-match boost with Blackburn's 
defeat at Wimbledon 24 hours earlier. Ferguson brought back goalkeeper Peter 
Schmeichel and winger Lee Sharpe - dropping Ryan Giggs to the subs' bench - but 
United displayed little early fluency.  
 
Liverpool, who have now lost their last five games, started brightly as Michael 
Thomas and Neil Ruddock both went close early on. Jamie Redknapp then hit the 
side netting before United mustered themselves, with Eric Cantona shooting 
weakly at David James. Mark Hughes, United's best player, then put an effort over 
the bar before Schmeichel had to make another save from Redknapp.  
 
But eight minutes before half-time United got the breakthrough they barely 
deserved when Sharpe's inswinging corner from the right was glanced home by 
the unmarked Ince. John Barnes saw his deflected shot held by Schmeichel before 
Roy Keane and then Hughes missed good chances for United. James had to save 
at the feet of Sharpe, who was then replaced by Giggs, and Kanchelskis shot a 
foot wide as United started to dominate.  
 
As Liverpool tried to save the game, 37-year-old Bryan Robson came on for 
Cantona - and then Giggs missed a sitter after good work by Kanchelskis.  
 
Ian Rush was booked in frustration for Liverpool as he clattered into Steve Bruce - 
but time ran out for the men from Anfield as United held on for what could be 
their most vital three points of the season.  
 
Ferguson added: "We were all pleased to have won. I was worried about the 
effects of playing at Wembley. It wasn't the result that bothered me but the fact 
that it is such an exciting and stamina-sapping pitch there." 
 

 
 


